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Central Nervous System (CNS) Injury is Complex!
Gazillions of tiny measures of biofunction
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Estimated 85% Dark Data Worldwide: $240 B in Research/yr
Estimated Value of Dark Data>$200 B

(MacLeod et al, Lancet, 2014)
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Why Most Published Research Findings Are False
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Scientific Publication:

- **Methods**
  - Protocol

- **Data**
  - Data collection forms
  - Raw participant-level dataset
  - Clean participant-level dataset
  - Summary analyses

- **Full study report**

- **Registry and results database**

- **Published primary report**

- **Conference report**

- **<10 pages**

Up to hundreds to thousands of pages

Increasing information loss and potential for selective reporting

Chan et al., 2014, *Lancet*
Scientific Publication: 
A 17th century data-sharing technology
21st Century Solution?
~60 million data-points from ~4000 basic science and human medical records; 13 centers
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FAIR Data Stewardship

- **Findable:** (meta)data is uniquely and persistently identifiable. Should have basic machine readable descriptive metadata.

- **Accessible:** data is reachable and accessible by humans and machines using standard formats and protocols.

- **Interoperable:** (meta)data is machine readable and annotated with resolvable vocabularies/ontologies.

- **Reusable:** (meta)data is sufficiently well-described to allow (semi)automated integration with other compatible data sources.
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SCI Team Research, Enabling Expansion and Translation of FAIR data sharing
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So you now have big data…

THEN WHAT??
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Topological data analysis for discovery in preclinical spinal cord injury and traumatic brain injury
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Long-tail data archive: Multicenter animal spinal cord injury study (MASCIS) 1994-1996
Multicenter Animal SCI Study (MASCIS 1994-96)
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Dark data see the light
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Predictable response:
Finding optimal drugs and doses using artificial intelligence
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